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Import Versioning

DRAFT (November 20, 2017)
How hould we identif and uild different verion of Go package?
Thi i the fundamental deign choice for package management in Go, and the anwer i pivotal in determining the complexit of the
reulting tem. The choice decide how ea or difficult package management will e to ue and alo to implement.
It ma eem like there i an oviou anwer. In fact there are at leat two oviou anwer, and we need to pick jut one. In thi pot I want
to work through thoe anwer and evaluate their implication. To end the upene, here’ the anwer I elieve i the right one:
In Go, if an old package and a new package have the ame import path, the new package mut e ackward compatile with the old package.
(If ou are a emVer fan, conider the parallel with thi tatement: in emVer, if an old package and a new package have the ame major
verion, the new package mut e ackward compatile with the old package. I’ll return to emVer later.)
A Dependency Story
To make the dicuion concrete, conider the following tor.
A an aide, thi etup and the event that follow eem realitic to me given what we know of how oftware evolve and how important
foundational lirarie end up eing ued  a variet of project. The imilarit to realit here i critical: there’ no point in aing
deciion on unlikel hpothetical. [1]
Prologue
From the perpective of a package management tool, there are Author of code and Uer of code.
Alice, Anna, and Am are Author of different code package. Alice work at Google and wrote the OAuth2 package. Am work at
Microoft and wrote the Azure client lirarie. Anna work at Amazon and wrote the AW client lirarie. Ugo i the Uer of all thee
package. He’ working on the ultimate cloud app, Unit, which ue all of thoe package and other.
A the Author, Alice, Anna, and Am need to e ale to write and releae new verion of their package, and alo to pecif each
verion’ requirement for it own dependencie.
A the Uer, Ugo need to e ale to uild Unit with thee other package; he need control over exactl which verion are ued in a
particular uild; and he need to e ale to update to new verion when he chooe.
There’ more that our friend might expect from a package management tool, epeciall around dicover, teting, portailit, and
helpful diagnotic, of coure, ut thoe are not relevant to the tor.

A our tor open, Ugo’ Unit uild dependencie look like:

Chapter 1
At Google, Alice ha een u deigning a new, impler, eaier to ue API for the OAuth2 package. It can till do everthing that the old
package can do, ut with half the API urface. he releae it a OAuth2 r2. (The ‘r’ here tand for reviion. For now, the reviion
numer don’t indicate anthing other than equencing: in particular, the’re not emVer verion.)
At Microoft, Am i on a well-deerved long vacation, and her team decide not to make an change related to OAuth2 r2 until he
return. The Azure package will keep uing OAuth2 r1 for now.
At Amazon, Anna find that uing OAuth2 r2 will let her delete a lot of ugl code from the implementation of AW r1, o he change
AW to ue OAuth2 r2. he fixe a few ug along the wa and iue the reult a AW r2.

Ugo get a ug report aout ehavior on Azure, and he track it down to a ug in the Azure client lirarie, which Am alread fixed and
releaed a Azure r2 efore leaving for vacation. Ugo add a tet cae to Unit, confirm that it fail, ak the package management tool to
update to Azure r2, confirm that the new tet pae and that all hi old tet till pa, and lock in the Azure update:

Chapter 2
To much fanfare, Amazon launche their new cloud offering, Amazon Zeta Function. In preparation for the launch, Anna added Zeta
upport to the AW package, which he now releae a AW r3.
When Ugo hear aout Amazon Zeta, he write ome tet program and i o excited aout how well the work that he kip lunch to
update Unit. Toda’ update doe not go a well a the lat one.
Ugo want to uild Unit with Zeta upport uing Azure r2 and AW r3, the latet verion of each. ut Azure r2 need OAuth2 r1 (not r2),
while AW r3 need OAuth2 r2 (not r1). Claic diamond dependenc, right? Ugo doen’t care what it i. He jut want to uild Unit.
Wore, it doen’t appear to e anone’ fault. Alice wrote a etter OAuth2 package. Am fixed ome Azure ug and went on vacation.
Anna decided AW hould ue the new OAuth2 (an internal implementation detail) and later added Zeta upport. Ugo want Unit to ue
the latet Azure and AW package. It’ ver hard to a an of them did omething wrong.
If thee people aren’t wrong, then mae the package manager i. We’ve een auming that there can e onl one verion of OAuth2 in
Ugo’ Unit uild. Mae that’ the prolem: mae the package manager hould allow different verion to e included in a ingle uild.
(Thi example would eem to indicate that it mut.)

Ugo i till tuck, o he earche tackOverflow and find out aout the package manager’ -fmultiverse flag, which allow multiple
verion, o that hi program uild a:

Ugo trie thi. It doen’t work.

Digging further into the prolem, Ugo dicover that oth Azure and AW are uing a popular OAuth2 middleware lirar called Moauth
that implifie part of the OAuth2 proceing. Moauth i not a complete API replacement: uer till import OAuth2 directl, ut the ue
Moauth to implif ome of the API call. The detail that Moauth help with didn’t change from OAuth2 r1 to r2, o Moauth r1 (the onl
verion that exit) i compatile with either. oth Azure r2 and AW r3 ue Moauth r1. That work fine in program uing onl Azure or
onl AW, ut Ugo’ Unit uild actuall look like:

Unit need oth copie of OAuth2, ut then which one doe Moauth import?

In order to make the uild work, it would eem that we need two identical copie of Moauth: one that import OAuth2 r1, for ue 
Azure, and a econd that import OAuth2 r2, for ue  AW. A quick tackOverflow check how that the package manager ha a flag for
that: -fclone. Uing thi flag, Ugo’ program uild a:

Ugo head home for a late dinner.
Chapter 3
ack at Microoft, Am ha returned from vacation. he decide that Azure can keep uing OAuth2 r1 for a while longer, ut he realize
that it would help uer to let them pa Moauth token directl into the Azure API. he add thi to the Azure package in a ackwardcompatile wa and releae Azure r3. Over at Amazon, Anna like the Azure package’ new Moauth-aed API and add a imilar API to
the AW package, releaing AW r4.
Ugo ee thee change and decide to update to the latet verion of oth Azure and AW in order to ue the Moauth-aed API. Thi
time he lock off an afternoon. Firt he tentativel update the Azure and AW package without modifing Unit at all. Hi program
uild!
xcited, Ugo change Unit to ue the Moauth-aed Azure API, and that uild too. When he change Unit to alo ue the Moauthaed AW API, though, the uild fail. Perplexed, he revert hi ue of the Moauth-aed Azure API, and the uild ucceed. He put the
Azure change ack, and the uild fail again. Ugo return to tackOverflow.

Ugo learn that when uing jut one Moauth-aed API (in thi cae, Azure) with -fmultiverse -fclone, Unit implicitl uild a:

ut when he i uing oth Moauth-aed API, the ingle import "moauth" in Unit i amiguou. ince Unit i the main package, it
cannot e cloned (in contrat to Moauth itelf ):

A comment on tackOverflow ugget moving the Moauth import into two different package and having Unit import them intead.
Ugo trie thi and, incredil, it work:

Ugo make it home on time. He’ not terril happ with hi package manager, ut he’ now a ig fan of tackOverflow.
A Retelling with Semantic Versioning
Let’ wave a magic wand and retell the tor with emantic Verioning, auming that the package manager ue them intead of the
original tor’ ‘r’ numer.
Here’ what change:
OAuth2 r1 ecome OAuth2 1.0.0.
Moauth r1 ecome Moauth 1.0.0.
Azure r1 ecome Azure 1.0.0.
AW r1 ecome AW 1.0.0.
OAuth2 r2 ecome OAuth2 2.0.0 (partl incompatile API)
Azure r2 ecome Azure 1.0.1 (ug fix).
AW r2 ecome AW 1.0.1 (ug fix, internal change to ue OAuth2 2.0.0)
AW r3 ecome AW 1.1.0 (feature update: add Zeta)

Azure r3 ecome Azure 1.1.0 (feature update: add Moauth-aed API)
AW r4 ecome AW 1.2.0 (feature update: add Moauth-aed API)
Nothing ele aout the tor change. Ugo till run into the ame uild prolem, and he till ha to turn to tackOverflow to learn aout
uild flag and refactoring technique jut to keep Unit uilding. According to emVer, though, Ugo hould have had no troule at all
with an of hi update: not one of the package that Unit import changed it major verion during the tor. What went wrong?
The prolem here i that the emVer pec i reall not much more than a wa to chooe and compare verion tring. It a nothing ele.
In particular, it a nothing aout how to handle incompatile change after incrementing the major verion numer.
The mot valuale part of emVer i the encouragement to make ackward-compatile change when poile. The FAQ correctl
note:
“Incompatile change hould not e introduced lightl to oftware that ha a lot of dependent code. The cot that mut e
incurred to upgrade can e ignificant. Having to ump major verion to releae incompatile change mean ou’ll think
through the impact of our change and evaluate the cot/enefit ratio involved.”
I certainl agree that “incompatile change hould not e introduced lightl.” Where I think emVer fall hort i the idea that “having to
ump major verion” i a tep that will make ou “think through the impact of our change and evaluate the cot/enefit ratio involved.”
Quite the oppoite: it’ far too ea to read emVer a impling that a long a ou increment the major verion when ou make an
incompatile change, everthing ele will work out.
From Alice’ point of view, the OAuth2 API needed ackward-incompatile change, and when he made them, emVer eemed to
promie it would e fine to releae an incompatile OAuth2 package, provided he gave it verion 2.0.0. Yet that apparentl emVerapproved change wa the trigger for the cacade of prolem that efell Ugo and Unit.
emVer notation i important a a wa for author to conve expectation to uer, ut that’ all it i.  itelf, it can’t e expected to olve
thee larger uild prolem. Intead, let’ look at an approach that doe olve the uild prolem. Afterward, we can conider how to fit
emVer into that approach.
A Retelling with Import Versioning
Once again, let’ retell the tor, thi time uing the rule at the tart of thi pot, which I will call Import Verioning:
In Go, if an old package and a new package have the ame import path, the new package mut e ackward compatile with the old package.
Now the plot change are more ignificant. The tor tart out the ame wa, ut in Chapter 1, when Alice decide to create a new, partl
incompatile OAuth2 API, he cannot ue "oauth2" a it import path. Intead, he name the new verion Pocoauth and give it the
import path "pocoauth". Preented with two different OAuth2 package, Moe (the author of Moauth) mut write a econd package,
Moauth for Pocoauth, which he name Pocomoauth and give the import path "pocomoauth". When Anna update the AW package to
the new OAuth2 API, he alo change the import path in that code from "oauth2" to "pocoauth" and from "moauth" to "pocomoauth".
Then the tor proceed a efore, with the releae of AW r2 and AW r3.

In Chapter 2, when Ugo eagerl adopt Amazon Zeta, everthing jut work. The import in all the package code exactl match what
need to e uilt. He doen’t have to look up pecial flag on tackOverflow, and he’ onl five minute late to lunch.

In Chapter 3, Am add Moauth-aed API to Azure while Anna add equivalent Pocomoauth-aed API to AW.

When Ugo decide to update oth Azure and AW, again there’ no prolem. Hi updated program uild without an pecial
refactoring:

At the end of thi verion of the tor, Ugo doen’t even think aout hi package manager. It jut work; he arel notice that it’ there.
In contrat to the emantic verioning tranlation of the tor, the ue of import verioning here changed two critical detail. Firt, when
Alice introduced her ackward-incompatile OAuth2 API, he had to releae it a a new package (Pocoauth). econd, ecaue Moe’
wrapper package Moauth expoed the OAuth2 package’ tpe definition in it own API, Alice’ releae of a new package forced Moe’
releae of a new package (Pocomoauth). Ugo’ final Unit uild went well ecaue Alice’ and Moe’ package plit created exactl the
tructure needed to keep client like Unit uilding and running. Intead of Ugo and uer like him needing incomplete package manager
complexit like -fmultiverse -fclone aided  extraneou refactoring, the Import Verioning rule puhe a mall amount of additional
work onto package author, and all uer enefit.
There i certainl a cot to needing to introduce a new name for each ackward-incompatile API change, ut a the emVer FAQ a,
that cot hould encourage author to more clearl conider the impact of uch change and whether the are trul necear. And in the
cae of Import Verioning, the cot pa for ignificant enefit to uer.
An advantage of Import Verioning here i that package name and import path are well-undertood concept for Go developer. If ou
tell an author that making a ackward-incompatile change require creating a different package with a different import path, then—
without an pecial knowledge of verioning—he can reaon through the implication on client package: client are going to need to
change their own import one at a time; Moauth i not going to work with the new package; and o on.
Ale to predict the effect on uer more clearl, author might well make different, etter deciion aout their change. Alice might look
for wa to introduce the new, cleaner API into the original OAuth2 package alongide the exiting API, to avoid a package plit. Moe
might look more carefull at whether he can ue interface to make Moauth upport oth OAuth2 and Pocoauth, avoiding a new
Pocomoauth package. Am might decide it’ worth updating to Pocoauth and Pocomoauth intead of expoing the fact that the Azure

API ue outdated OAuth2 and Moauth package. Anna might have tried to make the AW API allow either Moauth or Pocomoauth, to
make it eaier for Azure uer to witch.
In contrat, the implication of a emVer “major verion ump” are far le clear and do not exert the ame kind of deign preure on
author.
Semantic Import Versioning
The previou ection howed how the Import Verioning rule lead to imple, predictale uild during update. The et ojection to
Import Verioning i that eing required to chooe a new name at ever ackward-incompatile change i difficult and unhelpful to
uer: given the choice etween OAuth2 and Pocoauth, which hould Am ue? Without further invetigation, there’ no wa to know. In
contrat, emantic Verioning make thi ea: OAuth2 2.0.0 i clearl the intended replacement for OAuth2 1.0.0.
Here are the two rule we’ve een:
emantic Verioning: when making a ackward-incompatile change to a package, it major verion numer mut change.
Import Verioning: when making a ackward-incompatile change to a package, it import path mut change.
To add the verion-comparion enefit of emantic Verioning with the predictale uild of Import Verioning, we mut therefore
include the major verion numer in the import path.
With emantic Import Verioning, intead of needing to invent a cute ut unrelated new name like Pocoauth, Alice can call her new API
OAuth2 2.0.0, with the new import path "oauth2/v2". The ame for Moe: Moauth 2.0.0 (imported a "moauth/v2") can e the helper
package for OAuth2 2.0.0, jut a Moauth 1.0.0 wa the helper package for OAuth2 1.0.0. When Ugo add Zeta upport in Chapter 2, hi
uild look like:

ecaue "moauth" and "moauth/v2" are impl different package, it i perfectl clear to Ugo what he need to do to ue "moauth" with
Azure and "moauth/v2" with AW: import oth.

For compatiilit with exiting Go uage and a a mall encouragement not to make ackward-incompatile API change, I am auming
here that major verion 1 i alwa omitted from import path: import "moauth", not "moauth/v1". That would alo impl import path
like "moauth/v0.1.2" for pre-v1 change. (ecaue emVer define no compatiilit expectation for major verion 0, the full three-part
numer would e necear, with all the oviou implication aout multiple copie of a package eing ued in a ingle uild.)
Discussion
Twent ear ago, Ro Pike taught me the rule of thum that when ou change a function’ ehavior, ou alo change it name. We were
modifing the internal of a Plan 9 C lirar, and changing the name forced the compiler to how u ever call to the old function,
enuring that we adjuted all of them. Thi rule of thum i even more important in toda’ world of ditriuted verion control: changing
the name make ure that a merge of concurrentl-written code expecting the old emantic doe not ilentl get the new emantic
intead. Replacing a function like thi work onl in ituation like modifing package internal, when it’ feaile to find and fix all
exiting ue. For exported API, it’ uuall much etter to leave the old name and old ehavior intact and onl add a new name and
ehavior.
In the earl da of “go get”, when people aked aout making ackward-incompatile change, our repone—aed on intution
derived from ear of experience with thee kind of oftware change—wa to give the Import Verioning rule, ut without a clear
explanation wh thi approach wa etter than not putting the major verion in the import path. The motivation for thi log pot i to
how, uing a clear, elievale example, wh following the rule i o important.
Thi pot ha focued on making ure that oftware till uild during update, ut there are added enefit to treating different major
verion of a package a different package. One i that doing o make it trivial for the v2 API to e written a a wrapper of the v1

implementation, or vice vera. Thi let them hare the code and, with appropriate deign choice and perhap ue of tpe aliae, might
even allow client uing v1 and v2 to interoperate. Allowing different major verion to coexit in a ingle uild alo make it poile to
update client graduall, which i critical in large code ae.
When dicuing the poiilit of linking two different major verion of a package into a ingle program, the quetion alwa arie:
how can an author indicate that thi i not allowed? For example, ovioul there mut e at mot one cop of a package that liten on a
pecific network port or that provide a coordination point like the http.DefaultServeMux. If different major verion are treated a
different package, then the anwer i clear: if a package mut not e duplicated, do not introduce a new major verion, or ele find a wa
for the new major verion to avoid the prolematic duplication. For example, if Go introduced a net/http v2 package, we could allow
program to mix ue of v1 and v2 a long a the handler regitration routine in one major verion forwarded to the other, o that there
would effectivel e onl one http.DefaultServeMux.
Import Verioning ma alo reolve a ke technical prolem in defining automatic API update. efore Go 1, we relied heavil on go fix,
which uer ran after updating to a new Go releae and finding their program no longer compiled. Updating code that doen’t compile
make it impoile to ue mot of our program anali tool, which require that their input are valid program. Alo, we’ve wondered
how to allow author of package outide the Go tandard lirar to uppl “fixe” pecific to their own API update. The ailit to name
and work with multiple incompatile verion of a package in a ingle program ugget a poile olution: if a v1 API function can e
implemented a a wrapper around the v2 API, the wrapper implementation can doule a the fix pecification. For example, uppoe v1
of an API ha function EnableFoo and DisableFoo and v2 replace the pair with a ingle SetFoo(enabled bool). After v2 i releaed, v1
can e implemented a a wrapper around v2:
package p // v1
import v2 "p/v2"
func EnableFoo() {
//go:fix
v2.SetFoo(true)
}
func DisableFoo() {
//go:fix
v2.SetFoo(false)
}

The pecial //go:fix comment would indicate to go fix that the wrapper od that follow hould e inlined into the call ite. Then
running go fix would rewrite call to v1 EnableFoo to v2 SetFoo(true). The rewrite i eail pecified and tpe-checked, ince it i plain
Go code. ven etter, the rewrite i clearl afe: v1 EnableFoo i alread calling v2 SetFoo(true), o rewriting the call ite plainl doe
not change the meaning of the program.
It i plauile that go fix might ue molic execution to fix even the revere API change, from a v1 with SetFoo to a v2 with EnableFoo
and DisableFoo. The v1 SetFoo implementation could read:
package q // v1
import v2 "q/v2"
func SetFoo(enabled bool) {
if enabled {
//go:fix
v2.EnableFoo()
} else {
//go:fix
v2.DisableFoo()
}
}

and then go fix would update SetFoo(true) to EnableFoo() and SetFoo(false) to DisableFoo(). Thi kind of fix would even appl to
API update within a ingle major verion. For example, v1 could e deprecating (ut keeping) SetFoo and introducing EnableFoo and
DisableFoo. The ame kind of fix would help caller move awa from the deprecated API.

Thee example demontrate the power of having durale, immutale name attached to pecific code ehavior. We mut impl follow
the rule that when ou make a change to omething, ou alo change it name.
Lat ear, Rich Hicke made the point in hi “pec-ulation” talk that thi approach of onl adding new name and ehavior, never
removing old name or redefining their meaning, i exactl what functional programming encourage with repect to individual variale
or data tructure. The functional approach ring enefit in clarit and predictailit in mall-cale programming, and the enefit are
even larger when applied, a in the Import Verioning rule, to whole API: dependenc hell i reall jut mutailit hell writ large. That’
jut one mall oervation in the talk; the whole thing i worth watching.
I expect that the Import Verioning rule will e ued in the final package management upport in the go command itelf. Go’ official
experiment for package management, dep, doe not implement the Import Verioning rule et, ut I elieve it hould.
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[1] M favorite proof of thi i given  Lelie Valiant in hi landmark paper, “A Theor of the Learnale.” Toward the end of the paper he
oerve that an implication of the theor he ha etalihed (for which he later won a Turing award) i that “[the] ehavior of [a]
program for unnatural input ha no relevance. Hence thought experiment and logical argument involving unnatural hpothetical
ituation ma e meaningle activitie.”

